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Welcome Letter

Dear Members and friends of the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry!

It is our great pleasure to announce the 34th EAED Spring Meeting, which will be held 
from May 26th to May 28th, 2022 in the magnificent city of Bordeaux, capital of one of 
the most famous wine regions. 

The subject of our meeting is Excellence in Interdisciplinary Treatment. The scientific 
and clinical conferences will focus on the core traditions that have made these EAED 
meetings so special: treatment concepts, techniques, and ultimate technologies.

Each clinician in his/her practice must be highly competent and capable of 
integrating his/her expertise into a team approach in order to form strong links with 
other disciplines and provide proper treatment. In this congress, we will have the 
opportunity to discuss the challenges and solutions in interdisciplinary treatments, 
covering all the disciplines while describing the latest conventional and digital 
approaches and tools. 

In addition to the scientific program, we will have time to share good moments, 
discussions and conviviality. We have worked hard in putting together social activities 
that promise memorable moments in some of the most beautiful local spots. The 
welcome reception and the gala dinner will be held in the most unforgettable sites.

Come join us for a toast to professional development and commitment to clinical 
excellence.

We are looking forward to greeting you in person here in Bordeaux!

Franck Bonnet 
EAED President

Irena Sailer and Ueli Grunder 
Scientific Chairpersons

Alain Gracia 
Local Chairman

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Academy Committees

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry (founded in 1986)

Past Presidents 1985-1988 Dr. Philippe GALLON (FR)
 1989-1990 The late Dr. Edward LEVINSON (UK)
 1991-1992 Prof. Jaime GIL (ES)
 1993-1994 Prof. Fabio TOFFENETTI (IT)
 1995-1996 The late Prof. Peter SCHÄRER (CH)
 1997-1998 Dr. Bernard TOUATI (FR)
 1999-2000 Dr. David WINKLER (DK)
 2001-2002 Prof. Nitzan BICHACHO (IL)
 2003-2004 Dr. Mauro FRADEANI (IT)
 2005-2006 Dr. Ueli GRUNDER (CH)
 2007-2008 Prof. Joerg STRUB (DE)
 2009-2010 Dr. Tidu MANKOO (UK)
 2011-2012 Dr. Galip GUREL (TR)
 2013-2014 Prof. Aris TRIPODAKIS (GR)
 2015-2016 Dr. Giano RICCI (IT)
 2017-2018 Stefano GRACIS (IT)
 2018-2021 Markus HUERZELER (GER)

Executive Committee

President  Franck BONNET (FR)
President Elect  Irena SAILER (CH)
Vice President  Didier DIETSCHI (CH) 
Past President  Markus HUERZELER (GER)
Secretary General & Treasurer Pascal ZYMAN (FR)
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Academy Committees

Meeting Committee
Local Chairman Alain GRACIA (FR)
Scientific Committee Ueli GRUNDER (CH) 
 Irena SAILER (CH)
 Franck BONNET (FR) 
Audiovisual Coordinators Guido BRACCHETTI (IT) and Federico FERRARIS (IT)
Organizing Company MONDIAL Congress & Events (AT)
Web Support HENRY.MARKETING (CH)

Membership Committee
Nitzan BICHACHO (ISR)
Joerg STRUB (GER)
Tidu MANKOO (UK)

   

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting

WIFI is accessible  
throughout the venue. 

Network (SSID): EAED2022

Password: eaed2022

© Steve Le Clech Photos
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General Information

Coffee & Lunch Breaks

Coffee will be available at catering stations at the Exhibition, during the official break 
times scheduled in the scientific program. 

General Assembly Luncheon

The General Assembly Luncheon will take place on Saturday, May 28th, 2022,  
13.30 – 15.00 in the Palais de la Bourse. Buffet Lunch will be provided. The General 
Assembly is open to all Honorary, Life and Active Members as well as for EAED 
Affiliates. 

Mobile phone and tablet recharging

Fresh juice for your phone or tablet: Battery packs for recharging your mobile device 
are available at the registration desk.

Opening hours

Registration: 
• Thursday, May 26, 2022      11:00-18:30
• Friday, May 27, 2022           07:45-17:00 
• Saturday, May 28, 2022       08:00-13:45

Congress Center:
• Thursday, May 26, 2022  11:00-18:30
• Friday, May 27, 2022   07:45-20:00
• Saturday, May 28, 2022  08:00-15:00 and 19:30-01:00

Exhibition:
• Thursday, May 26, 2022 13:00-18:30
• Friday, May 27, 2022  08:00-17:00
• Saturday, May 28, 2022        08:30-13:30
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General Information

Photo Contest

The EAED Photo Contest is well on its way to becoming a new tradition for our 
academy. Truly breath-taking works of high artistic merit were submitted for our past 
Spring Meetings in Milan, Sorrento and Munich. We are sure that Bordeaux 2022 will 
be no exception. 

SELECTION: All submitted photos will be displayed on two Photo Terminals in the 
venue. Participants are invited to vote for the best photos during the official congress 
times. The images displayed will be identified by a number. The names of the authors 
will be revealed at the end of the contest.

PRIZES: The 3 best pictures will receive a recognition at the congress, while the 12 
best images will be published in future issues of the International Journal of Esthetic 
Dentistry.

VOTING: Vote for your favourite photo via our online voting.  
Scan the barcode and start voting right away!

WIFI

WIFI is accessible throughout the meeting venue 
Network (SSID): EAED2022 | Password: eaed2022

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Congress Venue & Access

Palais de la Bourse
17 Place de la Bourse, 
33076 Bordeaux, France

The EAED Spring Meeting will be held at one of the important historical buildings, Palais 
de la Bourse which is a unique and prestigious place located in the heart of the city, on 
the banks of the Garonne River and surrounded by many hotels, restaurants, shops.

The Palais de la Bourse, a successful example of elegant French urban architecture, 
was the location of the statue of King Louis XV in the 18th century. The monument 
was destroyed during the French Revolution and later on replaced with the statue of 
„Three Graces“. The buildings around the Palais de la Bourse were designed in 1739 
by Jacques Gabriel and finished by his son in 1749 as premises for the Chamber of 
Commerce and Commercial Court.

The Palais de la Bourse has undergone significant modifications and has been 
repaired after fire damages in 1825. Since 2010 it houses a state-of-the-art 
Conference Centre, offering thoroughly modern facilities in a historic environment.

How to get there 

Taxis: from Bordeaux airport. Average travel time per way: 30 minutes

Public shuttle: Airport-Station Shuttle (30 minutes) and then the Tram C direction 
Bordeaux Parc des Exposition / Gare de Blanquefort to station Place de la Bourse 
(10 minutes).

Public bus: Bus 1 to station Gambetta Meriadeck (30 minutes) then walk to the 
Palais de la Bourse (15 minutes)
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Scientific Program

Thursday, May 26th, 2022

14:00 - 14:15  
Opening Ceremony: Challenges and solutions for interdisciplinary treatments
Franck BONNET (FR), Alain GRACIA (FR) & Ueli GRUNDER (CH)

14:15 - 17:15  
Session 1 | Diagnostic & treatment planning
Moderators: Tidu MANKOO (UK) & Mirela FERARU (IL)

Stephen CHU (USA) Interdisciplinary Treatment Planning:  
 Sequencing, Timing, and Limitations

Perrine BALLAND (FR) The periodontal perspective in 
 interdisciplinary treatment 

15:25 - 16:00 COFFEE BREAK  

David DE FRANCO (IT) Complications in the Interdisciplinary Treatment of  
 Orthodontic and Prosthetic Patients

17:15 - 18:15  
The John McLean Honorary Lecture 
Moderators: David WINKLER (UK) & Amelie MAINJOT (BE)

Galip GUREL (TR) Experience, Experiments, Expectations 

19:00 - 23:00 Welcome reception at Chateau Giscours 
 Bus transfer from Palais de la Bourse at 18:30

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Scientific Program 

Friday, May 27th, 2022

09:00 - 10:45  
Session 2 | What are the limits for implants in the esthetic area
Moderators: Hadi ANTOUN (FR) & Alessandro MANOLAKIS (GR)

Ronald JUNG (CH) Do we have advantages of delayed implants  
 over immediate implants in the esthetic zone? 

José Carlos ROSA (BR) Immediate Dentoalveolar Restoration (IDR) -  
 Powerful Alveolar Regeneration Technique  
 on the Treatment of Compromised Sockets

10:45 - 11:25 COFFEE BREAK  

11:25 - 13:10  
Session 3 | Limits for the treatment of natural roots 
Moderators: Oliver PONTIUS (GER) & Frederic RAUX (FR)

Stephane SIMON (FR) Thinking and considering Endodontics in a different way

Olivier ETIENNE (FR) The restorative perspective 

13:10 - 14:30 LUNCH BREAK  

14:30 - 16:45  
Session 4 | The dentist and dental technician’s perspective on restoring the 
esthetic area
Moderators: Riccardo AMMANNATO (IT) & Andrea RICCI (IT) 

Lorenzo BRESCHI (IT) Limitation and science for adhesive cementation

Silas DUARTE (USA) Clinical Solutions for Complex Esthetic  
 Rehabilitations using Adhesive Dentistry   

Nicola The Willi Geller Honorary Lecture:  
PIETROBON (CH) Dental Technology – Tradition and Future
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Scientific Program

16:45 - 17:00 COFFEE BREAK  

17:00 - 19:00 Gold Partner Workshops 

 Expand your comprehensive capabilities with the  
 Invisalign System & Practice Digitalization from treatment  
 planning to restorative treatment. 
 Corinne ATTIA (FR), Michaela SEHNERT (GER) 
 Room: Gabriel 1

 Severe alveolar defects treated by vertical  
 ridge augmentation 
 Isabella ROCCHIETTA (UK) 
 Room: Garonne 1

 Predictable long-term implant & soft tissue aesthetics:  
 optimizing the biology. 
 Tidu MANKOO (UK) 
 Room: Foyer Garonne 3 

 Thommen Medical Workshop 
 Ueli GRUNDER (CH), Kony MEYENBERG (CH),  
 Stefano GRACIS (IT), Alfonso GIL (SP) 
 Room: Foyer Garonne 2

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Scientific Program

Saturday, May 28th, 2022

9:00 - 11:00  
Session 5 | Interdisciplinary approches in the esthetic area
Moderators: Stefano GRACIS (IT) & Francesco MINTRONE (IT) 

Sebastien FELENC (FR) 2D/3D/4D Concept: 
Josselin a full digital workflow to optimize 
LETHUILLIER (FR) esthetics and function  

Eric VAN DOOREN (BE) Interdisciplinary
Florin COFAR (RO) design

11:00 - 11:25 COFFEE BREAK  

11:25 - 11:35 4th EAED Photo Contest Award Ceremony 

11:35 - 13:05   
The Peter Schärer Honorary Treatment Planning Session
Moderators: Nitzan BICHACHO (ISR) & Wael ATT (USA)

Martina STEFANINI (IT) Clinical Case 1: Perio implant case 

Nuno SOUSA DIAS (PRT) Clinical Case 2: Interdisciplinary case  

13:05 - 13:15  
Closing ceremony
Franck BONNET (FR) & Alain GRACIA (FR)

13:30 - 15:00 General Assembly Luncheon  

from 19:30  Congress Evening at Palais de la Bourse
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Company Descriptions Gold Partner

Align Technology

Align Technology designs, manufactures and offers 
the Invisalign system, the most advanced clear aligner 

system in the world, iTero intraoral scanners and services, and exocad CAD/CAM 
software. These technology building blocks enable enhanced digital orthodontic 
and restorative workflows to improve patient outcomes and practice efficiencies 
for over 212 thousand doctor customers and is key to accessing Align’s 500 
million consumer market opportunity worldwide. Align has helped doctors treat 
over 12.2 million patients with the Invisalign system and is driving the evolution in 
digital dentistry through the Align Digital Platform, our integrated suite of unique, 
proprietary technologies and services delivered as a seamless, end-to-end solution 
for patients and consumers, orthodontists and GP dentists, and lab/partners. Visit 
www.aligntech.com for more information.
For additional information about the Invisalign system or to find an Invisalign doctor 
in your area, please visit www.invisalign.com. For additional information about iTero 
digital scanning system, please visit www.itero.com. For additional information about 
exocad dental CAD/CAM offerings and a list of exocad reseller partners, please visit 
www.exocad.com.

À propos d'Align Technology, Inc.
Align Technology conçoit, fabrique et commercialise Invisalign, le système d’aligneurs 
transparents le plus avancé au monde, les scanners intra-oraux et services iTero 
associés, ainsi que les logiciels CAO/FAO exocad. Ces composants technologiques 
permettent d'optimiser les flux de travail numériques orthodontiques et restauratifs, pour 
fournir de meilleurs résultats aux patients et améliorer l’efficacité des cabinets de plus 
de 212 000 praticiens, et sont essentiels pour accéder à un marché potentiel de 500 
millions de consommateurs dans le monde. Align permis aux praticiens de traiter plus 
de 12.2 millions de patients avec le système Invisalign et est à l'origine de l'évolution 
de la dentisterie numérique avec la Plateforme Digitale Align, notre solution intégrée de 
technologies et de services exclusifs et uniques, une offre complète pour les patients 
et les consommateurs, les orthodontistes, les dentistes omnipraticiens, ainsi que les 
laboratoires/partenaires. Pour plus d'informations, visitez le site www.aligntech.com.
Pour plus d'informations sur le système Invisalign ou pour trouver un praticien formé 
au système Invisalign dans votre région, veuillez visiter le site www.invisalign.com. 
Pour en savoir plus sur le système de scanner iTero, consultez le site www.itero.com. 
Pour plus d'informations sur les logiciels dentaires CAO/FAO exocad et pour trouver 
la liste des partenaires distributeurs exocad, veuillez visiter le site www.exocad.com. 

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Company Descriptions Gold Partner

Neoss

An introduction to Neoss® and intelligent simplicity

Founded in 2000, Neoss has revolutionised the dental 
implant marketplace with its innovative approach to product 

development. With offices around the world, Neoss has already developed an 
impressive reputation for its pioneering dental implants and associated components 
which together create aesthetic and robust prosthodontic solutions with excellent 
outcomes. Our results are backed up by research, and we continue to innovate and 
invest in the future.

How has Neoss revolutionised implant dentistry?

We were convinced that existing implant systems were too complex and so we 
created a much simpler solution, the NeossONE™. With one prosthetic platform, 
across three implant ranges, including ALL implant diameters and abutments, the 
NeossONE leads to excellent long-term results. This in the essence of our “intelligent 
simplicity” ethos. Additionally, we developed the Neoss ProActive® surface 
technology for our titanium implants. This hydrophilic coating readily absorbs water, 
promoting healing and optimising osseointegration. With a survival rate of 97.5% 
after five years, it delivers stable marginal bone levels and excellent primary and 
secondary stability. The Esthetic Healing Abutment with ScanPeg is another great 
example of a simple but pioneering Neoss accessory: an esthetic healing abutment 
with an integrated but removable scan abutment. 

Why choose Neoss?

Our ‘one size fits all’ approach means fewer products and less expense, and it 
makes team training easier. NeossONE is conducive to an efficient workflow and 
importantly, is popular with team members, especially those responsible for ordering 
equipment and accessories as well as with dental laboratories. 
We believe it’s part of our remit to help dental teams explain to patients why dental 
implants are the optimum aesthetic and practical solution and what makes the Neoss 
system a great investment. In developing smarter treatments and working closely 
with you, Neoss is the ultimate practice-builder partner.
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 Company Descriptions Gold Partner

Nobel Biocare

Nobel Biocare is a world leader in the field of innovative 
implant-based dental restorations. Our goal is to empower 
dental professionals to give quality of life back to their 
patients.

This philosophy is built on over 65 years of continuous innovation, all stemming from 
Per-Ingvar Brånemark’s ground-breaking discovery of osseointegration in 1952. 
Since then, we’ve helped our customers treat millions of patients with our science-
backed and forward-looking solutions.

Nobel Biocare supports its customers through all phases of professional development, 
offering world-class training and education along with practice support and patient 
information materials. The company is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland. 
Production takes place at four sites located in the United States, Sweden and Japan. 
Products and services are available in over 80 countries through subsidiaries and 
distributors.

Our company’s portfolio offers solutions from single tooth to fully edentulous indications 
with dental implant systems (including key brands NobelActive and NobelParallel CC, 
the ceramic implant NobelPearl, and NobelZygoma) a comprehensive range of high-
precision individualized prosthetics and CAD/CAM systems (NobelProcera), digital 
solutions for treatment planning and guided surgery (NobelClinician and DTX Studio 
suite) as well as regenerative solutions (creos).

The Nobel Biocare N1™ system - Change the way you treat patients

Reshaping implantology in just 3 steps - Direct / Shape / Place
During the EAED Meeting, you will have the opportunity to experience the N1 system, 
designed for simplicity and confidence for clinicians and greater comfort for patients 
More than just an implant, Nobel Biocare N1 is a fully comprehensive system of 
dedicated instruments, prosthetic components, and surgical protocols designed 
to support you at every step. Based on the latest science of osseointegration, the 
site preparation is performed with a low-speed instrument according to biological 
principles, providing an implant-specific osteotomy with maximized control. The 
surgical protocol assists in decision-making during site preparation.

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Company Descriptions Gold Partner

Thommen Medical 

Thommen Medical is proud that leading dentists choose 
to work with the Thommen Implant System, as only 
the best dental implant system is good enough for 

their patients. The Thommen Medical dental implant system is easy to use and 
means that first class clinical results with an excellent esthetic can be achieved. 
With more than 35 years of clinical experience and working in close collaboration 
with international leading dentists, dental technicians and well-respected academic 
institutions in research and development, Thommen Medical is continuing towards 
its objective that every patient should have access to the best dental restoration 
solutions available. Thommen Medical products are manufactured in its own factory 
in Grenchen, Switzerland, and has subsidiaries elsewhere in Switzerland, Germany 
and in the United States. The company is also represented by its distribution partners 
in France, the Benelux Countries, Croatia, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Finland, Austria, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Norway, Sweden, Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic, the Russian 
Federation, Turkey, Australia, the Near and Middle East, Japan, South Korea, China, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore.
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Company Descriptions Silver Partners

Biontech Dental

Since its creation, Biotech Dental has become a major 
player on the dental implant market. Over the last 35 years, 

thanks to partnerships with high-technology leaders and significant investments in 
R&D, the Biotech Dental Group has changed from implantology specialist to digital 
dental practice expert with implants, aligners, photobiomodulation, CAD-CAM center, 
Nemotec software, Wow IOS… and is now a remarkable player on the global market.

Biotech Dental Group implants and aligners are all manufactured in our own facilities 
in France. The Group is proud to embody the « 100% Made in France » medical 
“savoir-faire”.

Forward-thinking and willing to set the new standards of dental practice, Biotech 
Dental board practitioners, patients and the entire industry in a brand new dimension 
of dental care, providing smart products and solutions through his universal digital 
platform, LaGalaxy. Biotech Dental provides the most innovative treatment options 
for the best results, definitely contributing to create a world of smiles.

The Ivoclar Group

The Ivoclar Group, headquartered in Schaan, Liechtenstein, 
is one of the world's leading manufacturers of integrated 

solutions for high-quality dental applications. The company's success is based on 
a comprehensive portfolio of products, systems and services, strong research and 
development capabilities and a clear commitment to training and further education. 
The group of companies, which sells its products to around 130 countries, has 47 
subsidiaries and branch offices and employs roughly 3,500 people worldwide. More 
information about the Ivoclar Group is available at ivoclar.com.

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
31st Annual Spring Meeting
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Company Descriptions Silver Partners

Keystone Dental Group

Keystone Dental Group delivers advanced and easy-to-use 
dental implants, prosthetic solutions, biomaterials and planning 
software for dental professionals focused on providing the most 

functional and most esthetically pleasing outcomes.

We develop, acquire and commercialize oral healthcare technologies that ultimately 
improve a patient’s treatment and quality of life. We aim to meet every clinical 
challenge with breakthrough comprehensive solutions that will provide a meaningful 
difference. From products to packaging to purchasing, we find smarter ways to 
simplify our customers’ workflows while achieving the highest standard of care. 

Our latest addition is Osteon Medical with its cutting-edge technology for implant 
prosthetics, not least the revolutionary Nexus iOS total solution for digital full arch 
restorations.

Our commitment extends beyond the sale, with excellent training, service and 
collaboration to grow relationships and businesses. We strive to be nimble and 
responsive and highly responsive to customers clinical needs.

OsteoBiol® by Tecnoss

Tecnoss® is an innovative, globally active company that 
develops, produces and documents since over 20 years 

premium-quality xenogenic biomaterials by the brand OsteoBiol®. Its advanced R&D 
led to a patent-protected production process that ensures neutralization of antigenic 
components and achievement of biocompatibility, while preserving the natural 
collagen matrix inside the biomaterial, resulting in a dual-phase heterologous bone 
matrix and collagenated membranes. A comprehensive literature portfolio provides 
an excellent scientific background while continuous investments in new research 
projects are constantly extending the existing scientific and clinical knowledge on 
OsteoBiol® biomaterials clinical performance. OsteoBiol® products comply with 
highest quality standards such as ISO 13485 and Europeans laws and are CE 
marked by Eurofins Testing Italy srl (CE 0477). OsteoBiol®: regeneration science, 
inspired by nature.
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Company Descriptions Silver Partners

SHOFU

Having started out as a manufacturer of porcelain teeth for the Japanese 
market 100 years ago, SHOFU has grown into a global player in the 
dental industry with an impressively diverse range of products.

SHOFU has been committed to close cooperation with dental teachers, researchers, 
opinion leaders and customers since 1922. We have supported the concept of 
Minimally Invasive Cosmetic Dentistry (MiCD) by developing aesthetic and functional 
materials, such as the Giomer class with our proprietary S-PRG filler, combining 
minimal invasiveness with aesthetic dentistry – for defect-oriented direct restorative 
therapies with integrated preventive effects.

Rotary instruments, highly aesthetic direct restorative materials, luting systems, 
dental ceramic systems, light-cured micro-hybrid composite systems, artificial resin 
teeth, CAD/CAM materials, high-tech equipment, such as the EyeSpecial dental 
camera: SHOFU´s wide range of products reflects the whole spectrum of state-of-
the-art dentistry and dental technology, offering users sophisticated products they 
can rely on when creating lifelike, aesthetic restorations.

ZimVie Dental

From its headquarters in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, and 
additional facilities around the globe, ZimVie Dental works to 

improve smiles, function, and confidence in daily life by offering comprehensive tooth 
replacement solutions, including trusted dental implants, biomaterials, and digital 
workflow solutions. As a worldwide leader in this space, ZimVie Dental is committed 
to advancing clinical science and technology foundational to restoring daily life. For 
more information about ZimVie Dental, please visit us at www.ZimVie.com/dental. 
Follow @ZimVieDental on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or Instagram. 

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
34th Spring Meeting
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Social Program

Welcome Reception | Châteu Giscours

Château Giscours, classified growth of the Margaux 
appellation, is located along the mythical “Route des 
Châteaux” in the Médoc. Since 1995, the Dutch Albada 
Jelgersma family is running the estate. The ambition of 
the new generation perfectly matches with the heritage 
of winemakers who turned Giscours into a worldwide 
renowned classified growth. 

The château has a majestic setting, it appears as an 
ideal venue for our Welcome Reception; you will be 
sure to find your favourite corner in the different areas. 
If the weather is nice, you can enjoy a stunning view 
over the vineyards of Bordeaux.

A typical French welcome will await you at Bordeaux’s 
most defining surroundings – join us for this culinary 
delight!

Day & Date: Thursday, May 26th 

Time: 19:00 – 23:00
Ticket: included in the registration fee
Dress Code: Casual chic 
Attention: mostly unpaved ground/gravel - don´t bring 
your high heals, wear comfortable shoes instead
Access: Pre-registration is necessary. Access is 
granted with your name badge only! Please bring it 
with you as a permission voucher.
Transportation: A bus transfer will leave from  
the congress venue Palais de la Bourse between 
18:30 and 19:00. Approximate transfer time is 45 
minutes.
Return shuttle buses from: 21:30 | last bus at 23:00. 
Please note that buses can only depart after minimum 
capacity per bus has been reached.
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Social Program

Gala Dinner | Palais de la Bourse

The Gala Dinner will take place directly in the beautiful 
banquet hall at the Palais de la Bourse. See our place 
of learning transformed into a glamorous dining venue, 
taking full advantage of its elegant French urban 
architecture. 

After the dinner we are ready to enjoy some music and 
drinks. Conclude your evening in style to round up your 
EAED congress experience. 

Day & Date: Saturday, May 28th  
Time: 19:30 Welcome Cocktail & Dinner 
Dress code: Black tie 
Ticket: EUR 180,00

 

Returned tickets  
may be available  
on short notice, 

please ask at the 
registration desk. 

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
32nd Annual Spring Meeting
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Networking Activity

EAED 2022 Morning Run

A morning run is the ultimate “feel good” way to start 
your day in Bordeaux. This morning running tour 
is particularly suited you, it gives you a chance to 
experience the beautiful city of Bordeaux waking up in 
the early morning – experience the sunrise.

The running route will start at the InterContinental 
Bordeaux - Le Grand Hotel and guides us through the 
city.

Day & Date: Saturday, May 28th  
Time: 06:30 – 07:15 
Meeting point: 6:15 outside InterContinental 
Bordeaux – Le Grand Hôtel 
Ticket: EUR 20,00 per person incl 20% VAT

Get acquainted with Bordeaux during the 
morning run - the running route leads past 
the Grand theatre, you will pass the Jardin 
Public and will enjoy a stunning view over 
the river La Garonne on your way back to 
the hotel. 

Distance: approx. 6,0 km  
Duration: 45 min 
Running pace: 6.00 min/km 
Start & End: InterContinental Bordeaux – 
Le Grand Hôtel 
2-5 Pl. de la Comédie, 3300 Bordeaux
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Tours (subject to alterations)

Guided walking tour of the old city of Bordeaux

The Bordeaux region, a place of exchange and 
commerce for over 2,000 years since the Gallo-Romans 
began producing wine here, has more buildings on 
the national list of Historic Monuments than any other 
region in France outside Paris. 

From the wide avenues of neo-classical neighbourhoods 
surrounding the Quinconces and the Grand Theatre, 
or the narrow lanes of the Saint-Pierre neighbourhood, 
this tour invites you to discover the diversity of the 
heritage of Bordeaux. The exemplary restorations 
which spread throughout the city represent the wide 
spectrum of Bordeaux mentalities and attest to its rich 
history. 

Day & Date: Friday, May 27th 
Time: 09:00 – 11:00 
Ticket: EUR 20,00 per person 
Meeting Point: Palais de la Bourse 
Minimum number of participants: 10

Tickets available 
upon request (first 
come, first serve). 
Please ask at the 

registration counter.

© Steve Le  
Clech Photos

European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
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Tours (subject to alterations)

Arcachon, between land and see – full day tour 

Discover a unique natural spot with beautiful 
landscapes:  

Explore the area of the Winter Town (la Ville d’Hiver) 
in Arcachon and its remarkable villas built in the hills 
and heritage from the 19th century. Afterwards, you 
can enjoy a boat tour to get closer to the Birds’ Island 
(l’Ile aux Oiseaux), the fishermen villages of the Cap 
Ferret peninsula and the Arcachon’s waterfront and the 
unavoidable cabanes tchanquées (shacks perched on 
stilts).

To end the day, climb on the top of the Pilat’s sand 
Dune, the highest of Europe and look at the unfinished 
horizon! A place where serenity, nature and mankind 
are preserved: taste the Southwest “art de vivre”.

This full day tour includes the following: 
• Visit to Gujan-Mestras, and one of its oyster’s 

harbour, including an oysters tasting with a glass 
of white wine in an oyster’s grower hut 

• Discover Arcachon and the area of the Winter 
Town 

• Lunch at restaurant "La Coorniche"  
(good weather option only)

• Boat tour
Day & Date: Friday, May 27th 
Time: 09:00 – 18:30 
Ticket: EUR 275,00 per person, incl. guide, transfer, 
lunch, boat tour and tasting of oysters 
Meeting Point: Palais de la Bourse 
Minimum/Maximum number of participants: 5

© David Remazeilles
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Tours (subject to alterations)

Wine and Heritage: Tour to Saint Emilion 

An invitation in the heart of a prestigious vineyard 
combined with the discovery of Saint-Emilion, one of 
the most interesting towns in France because of the 
many old buildings confined within a very small space, 
and the poetic charm of its ruins. 

In 1999, for the first time ever, a vineyard landscape 
was acknowledged as "a cultural landscape" worthy of 
listing as a World Heritage Site. According to UNESCO, 
"the Jurisdiction of Saint-Emilion is an outstanding 
example of an historic vineyard landscape that has 
survived intact and in activity to the present day." 

Bordeaux' great wines will no longer have secrets for 
you! 

Day & Date: Saturday, May 28th 
Time: 09:00 – approx. 14:00 
Ticket: EUR 168,00 incl. lunch per person, incl. 
transfer 
Meeting Point: Palais de la Bourse 
Minimum number of participants: 5 

Tickets available 
upon request (first 
come, first serve). 
Please ask at the 

registration counter.

© Vincent Bengold

© David Remazeilles
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